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1 Querying Organization-Wide Software

Behaviors (Xusheng Xiao)

Today, computer systems are quite complex due to

the numerous installed software programs. System ex-

perts usually have limited visibility into these software

programs since the tools they use often give a par-

tial view of the complex systems. Without monitor-

ing and understanding the behaviors of these software

programs, it is a challenging task for system experts to

maintain the proper functioning of computer systems.

For example, if a software program is compromised, the

security of the customer data cannot be guaranteed;

if certain software programs cause the system to fail,

the services hosted in the system may be interrupted.

Existing application logs (e.g., web logs and firewall

logs) provide only partial information about specific

software’s behaviors[1], and thus are insufficient and in-

effective for monitoring behaviors of various software

programs. This motivates the recent trend of leverag-

ing system monitoring logs to offer intelligence in sys-

tem management.

System monitoring data is not bound to specific ap-

plications and has specific log structures, which can

be collected by system-level monitoring tools, such as

auditd 1○, ETW 2○, DTrace 3○, and sysdig 4○. System

audit.html, Aug. 2016.
2○ETW events in the common language runtime. https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff357719(v=vs.110).aspx, Aug. 2016.
3○DTrace. http://dtrace.org/, Aug. 2016.
4○Sysdig. http://www.sysdig.org/, Aug. 2016.

©2016 Springer Science +Business Media, LLC & Science Press, China
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monitoring data records all interactions among vari-

ous software programs and system resources (e.g., pro-

cesses, files, network sockets) over time as a sequence

of events. Based on such data characteristics, sys-

tem monitoring data can be represented as a tempo-

ral graph, with system entities as heterogeneous nodes

and system events as edges with timestamps (i.e., point-

ing from the initiator node to the target node). Fig.1

gives the example of modeling system monitoring data

as a temporal graph. In Fig.1, we have nine events an-

notated with the timestamps t1∼t9. For example, at

timestamp t1, the initiator process P1 originated from

some software program opens the target network con-

nection I1 to send or receive some data, as indicated by

the type of the interaction “open”. By modeling sys-

tem monitoring data as temporal graphs, we can easily

understand the temporal event nature of the data and

observe the software behaviors with respect to their in-

teractions with system resources.

I1

P1

t1

F1

F2

t2

t3

P2

t4

I2

F3

F4

t5

t6

t7t8t9

t1: Process P 1 opens IP Channel I1

t2: P 1 reads data from File F 1

t3: P 1 writes data to File F 2

t8: Process P 2 writes data to File F 5

t9: P 2 writes data to IP Channel I2

Temporal

Graph

F5

Fig.1. System monitoring data as a temporal graph.

To better comprehend the system status, an impor-

tant step is to query the system monitoring data for

interested software behaviors. For example, the system

experts may want to query risky behaviors (either from

publicly available knowledge bases 5○∼ 9○, or from their

own definitions for suspicious behaviors specific to the

organization). A typical query to find suspicious soft-

ware behavior could be finding whether there exists any

software program except Apache listening to the port

80 for the past week. In an enterprise environment

where the majority are developer hosts, it is suspicious

to have a process, not Apache, listening to the port

80. Another query to find suspicious software behav-

ior could be finding whether there exists any software

program accessing more than 100 IP addresses in the

past minute. Such abnormal behaviors usually indicate

that some malicious programs try to connect to a list of

malicious domains. Knowing whether certain software

behaviors occur at what time range provides insightful

information for the system experts to diagnose different

types of problems, such as malware infection and data

exfiltration.

In order to help system experts query interested

software behaviors over system monitoring data, I fore-

see that our research community needs to address the

following challenges.

First, we need to develop a domain-specific language

that can intuitively and concisely express interested

software behaviors with temporal information. Exist-

ing querying languages, such as database querying lan-

guages SQL 10○ and Cypher 11○ and generic log querying

languages provided by Splunk 12○ and Elasticsearch 13○,

are designed for data retrieval based on data schema or

regular expressions. Thus, to express behaviors, users

need to translate the behaviors into data constraints[2],

which becomes time-consuming and error-prone when
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the behavior involves three or more events. Also, it is

verbose and cumbersome to specify temporal relation-

ships using existing query languages. Temporal rela-

tionships are required in expressing software behaviors

with multiple steps (e.g., file creation happening after

net work accesses), and such relationships are impor-

tant in inferring dependency relations among events.

Using SQL, the query could easily include about 30

constraints for expressing a software behavior that con-

sists of three events and two relationships. There is a

strong need in developing a domain-specific language

to ease the task of expressing interested software be-

haviors with temporal information and optimizing the

query execution.

Second, we need to develop techniques that progres-

sively return the search results of the interested soft-

ware behaviors. Since every software program could

have the potential to cause changes of the system sta-

tus, we need to monitor and collect system monitoring

data from every host in the organization, e.g., the whole

enterprise. As certain complex behaviors (e.g., mali-

cious behaviors involved in advanced persistent threat

(APT) attacks 14○) may require investigation in a month

of data or even longer term of data, organizations of-

ten need to keep several months to one year worth of

data. Based on recent studies[3], monitoring software

behaviors derived from system-level audit events pro-

duces huge amount of daily logs: an average desktop

computer produces over one million events per day,

and an organization consisting of 100 computers each

day could produce databases over 50 GB. Also, the sys-

tem experts often cannot understand the system status

through exactly one query, and they usually diagnose

the system via interactive querying, where they can

write queries, get results, and refine the queries, etc.

Due to the large amount of the data, directly storing the

data into databases (e.g., PostgreSQL 15○) and querying

over the data could easily cause the query execution

to go up to more than 10 minutes, making interactive

querying difficult to realize. To support effective and ef-

ficient interactive querying of system monitoring data,

techniques that can split the query into sub-queries and

progressively return the query results are much needed.

Third, we need to develop a domain-specific lan-

guage that can query interested software behaviors di-

rectly over the data stream of the system monitor-

ing data. Storing the system monitoring data into

databases and querying interested behaviors with tem-

poral information cannot provide real-time detection

on interested software behaviors, and is inefficient

in detecting statistics-based abnormal behaviors, such

as most frequent behaviors in using network connec-

tions. To address these problems, stream processing

can be leveraged to manage the data stream of the

system monitoring data before the data is stored into

databases. Existing stream processing tools often pro-

vide generic stream query languages that suffer from

the similar problems as SQL on the system monitoring

data: verbose and difficult to express interested soft-

ware behaviors. A domain-specific language is much

needed to easily query software behaviors over the data

stream of the system monitoring data.

Moreover, the events of system monitoring data ex-

hibit strong spatial and temporal properties: events in

different hosts are independent and events in the same

host are independent along the time. Based on such

spatial and temporal properties of the data, there are

various research opportunities to optimize the querying

of software behaviors over the data, such as partition-

ing a query into several sub-queries that search a non-

overlapping portion of the data and leverage parallelism

to execute the queries in parallel.

System monitoring data has great values in captur-

ing software behaviors with respect to their interactions

with system resources. Such data is quite valuable in

diagnosing various problems in reliability, performance,

and security for computer systems in enterprises and

governments. However, people are lacking effective and

efficient automated tools to help them manage and

query such data. More importantly, due to the na-

ture of these problems, I foresee that many of them can

be addressed by building upon existing software engi-

neering techniques such as domain-specific languages,

program analysis (e.g., light-weight analysis to provide

more precise file access information), and verification

(e.g., verifying temporal logic over interested software

programs).

2 Logging and Log Analysis (Jian-Guang Lou)

As large-scale online SaaS systems, such as those

of Microsoft, Google, and Amazon, are getting increas-

ingly large and complex — they often contain hundreds

of distributed components and support a large num-
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ber of concurrent users, log analysis has become more

and more important. Typically, software engineers first

test an online service system in a lab (testing) environ-

ment and then deploy the system in production (actual)

environment. The lab environment often has a small,

pseudo cloud setting with a limited amount of data,

while the production environment has a large and com-

plex cloud infrastructure supporting a huge amount of

data. Because of the differences between the lab and

the production environments, online service systems of-

ten encounter unexpected problems, even they are well

tested in the lab environment. As debugging tools (e.g.,

an IDE debugger) are often inapplicable in production

settings, log analysis has become a principal way to per-

form various software-engineering tasks for an online

SaaS system, e.g., monitoring, debugging, and trou-

bleshooting. Log analysis now is also a very important

technical pillar of Testing in Production (TiP), which

has been considered as a great way to get exposure to

the diversity of the real world, and to uncover bugs you

just will not find in the lab for online services.

2.1 Logging

Given the importance of log analysis, it is crucial

to ensure the quality of recorded log messages is high

enough for engineers to perform their tasks. The qual-

ity of logging not only directly influences the effective-

ness of log analysis for diagnosis, but also largely im-

pacts the runtime performance of software as logs come

at a cost of CPU or I/O overhead.

In the state-of-the-art practice of software engineer-

ing, there is no strong incentive for engineers to put

efforts and attentions on log quality. Many engineers

write their logging statements with an ad-hoc way. In

current practice, we do not have a process to ensure

the quality of logs. This is totally different from that

of code quality insurance, where we have a closed-loop

process (i.e., develop, code review, testing, and fixing)

to ensure the code quality. Some teams do have doc-

uments of logging practice guidance. However, such

logging guidance is often loosely followed. There is no

review and no testing. In addition, different from code

changes, there is no existing good practice for engineers

to test the quality of logs. Given the importance of logs

in the era of cloud computing, we argue that it is worthy

to put efforts on research and developing new technolo-

gies in log quality including quality evaluation, testing,

closed-loop process, and so on.

To make sure the high quality of logs with low cost,

we need a good solution to answer the following ques-

tions: where do we add a logging statement? What

shall we log? When do we log the information into sto-

rage? How to measure the quality of logging in terms

of effectiveness and cost? We need to record enough

log messages to support almost all postmortem analy-

sis tasks. At the same time, we also try to avoid gener-

ating log messages that are not useful for our analysis

tasks. It would be better to remove such useless and

noisy log information at early stage to avoid potential

overhead. There were some pioneer research studies

that have addressed some of these questions in recent

years[4-6]. However, it is still a very small step to a sys-

tematic way of the quality managing of logs like what

we have done for source code. On the other hand, I

believe there is a huge research potential along this di-

rection.

2.2 Log Analysis

Log analysis is an art and science seeking to make

sense out of computer-generated logs. There have been

various efforts in the past years, which mainly include

the following two major areas in service quality man-

agement:

• Problem Detection: detect potential issues based

on system logs, events, counters, usage data, and cus-

tomer support records.

• Problem Localization and Diagnosis: identify the

problem site for a service live site issue, or provide in-

formation to help pinpoint the potential causes.

Problem detection is very important for SaaS

providers to timely detect problems of their online ser-

vices to avoid possible SLA (Service Level Agreement)

violation. Over the years, various methods have been

proposed to detect problems including change detec-

tion, outlier detection, multi-dimensional spike detec-

tion, trend detection, invariants based detection and

PCA (Principal Component Analysis) based detection,

etc. In the era of cloud computing, anomaly detection

methods mainly have the following common require-

ments:

• Scalability: scalable and have low runtime comple-

xity;

• Adaptability: adaptive to environment changes,

take into account workload changing patterns includ-

ing day of the week and hour of the day;

• Usability: easy to use, require no configuration,

less parameter tuning is better;

• Accuracy: result in a low number of false positives

and alarms to gain the trust of the user.
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Understanding and characterizing normal behavior

is the most important part of each technique. In most

scenarios, we often do not have any concrete answer of

“how to define a problem” rather than a rough idea of

“an instance that deviates from an expected trend or

normal behavior”. Therefore, almost all techniques use

historical data (or data from some healthy peers, a lab

environment) to build models which we use to deter-

mine if a new data point is anomalous or not. A model

is used to describe the normal data and represents all

assumptions we supply about the normal data. The

assumptions include and are not limited to the proba-

bility distribution which we may think fits the data. A

range of models such as simple Gaussian model, gen-

eral likelihood ratio model, ARIMA, Holt-Winters and

sequential relationships have been used in previous lit-

eratures. Choosing a proper model and model param-

eters is very important as the model encodes your as-

sumption of the data. Wrong assumption often means

wrong results. Because in many cases, we do not know

anything about the data your algorithm is monitoring

for anomalous behavior, we cannot afford to make as-

sumptions about the underlying data. In such cases,

the fewer assumptions made, the better the approach

will perform and scale. However, there is no any guid-

ance or tool that can help software practitioners select

a proper model (and model parameters) for a given sce-

nario, which is a potential research topic in the future.

Another research question that has not be touched is

that: can we improve the performance of our anomaly

detection by utilizing different types of data from diffe-

rent sources? In practice, we have many types of data

from different sources including source code, configu-

ration, code change history data, logs, service depen-

dency, and so on. How to fully utilize these data sources

to obtain a holistic view of anomaly detection is still an

open research question now.

Problem diagnosis techniques localize likely causes

of a problem to some locations or components, or find

hints (e.g., some metrics, or log messages) that can

directly/indirectly point to problem causes. Analyz-

ing logs for problem diagnosis has been an active re-

search area[7-12]. Many diagnosis techniques have been

proposed in literatures including rule-based, model-

based, statistical, machine-learning, and count-and-

thresholding ones. Every technique has its own ad-

vantages and limitations. Different scenarios and data

types need different kinds of techniques or models as

each technique often has a special assumption on log

data. One type of data source can only show one side

of system. If engineers want to get a comprehensive

diagnosis of a system, they must combine all analysis

results from different data sources of the system to ob-

tain a holistic view. However, there are very few tools

in practice that can provide a holistic analysis of a sys-

tem. How to get a comprehensive analysis result from

various types of log data can be a potential research

topic.

The insights obtained from data-driven log analysis

are usually correlation rather than causation. There is

still a gap between our analysis results and root causes.

Root cause analysis often needs decent knowledge about

the service system and deep experience in software engi-

neering. Although log analysis techniques have demon-

strated their usefulness in many scenarios, there are

still some issues that need intensive manual efforts dur-

ing their first-time occurrences. Studying on proper

methodologies for representing complex domain knowl-

edges and integrating them with data-driven techniques

is still a very important part of future research[13].

3 Engineering Reliable Cloud Distributed

Systems (Shan Lu)

In the big data and cloud computing era, software

systems are getting more complex and new intricate

bugs continue to create reliability issues that cause ma-

jor economic losses. For example, outages caused by

software bugs have happened to all major cloud service

providers, including Google, Amazon, Microsoft Azure,

and many more. Studies in the past have shown that

a 5-minute outage could cost these companies almost

a million dollars revenue. On one hand, the reliability

of these cloud distributed systems will get increasingly

crucial with our society’s increasing reliance on them.

On the other hand, maintaining the reliability of cloud

distributed systems is much harder than that for tradi-

tional single-machine systems. More software engineer-

ing research is desired to tackle the reliability problems

in these systems.

Cloud distributed systems run on hundreds or thou-

sands of machines, execute complicated distributed pro-

tocols, and face a variety of hardware faults. They con-

tain not only more bugs of traditional types, but also

more bugs with unique types. We briefly discuss a few

such bugs below.

• Distributed Concurrency Bugs[14-15]. These bugs

are caused by unexpected timing in distributed systems.

They are different from single-machine concurrency

bugs in that they hide in a program state space that is
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much larger and much more difficult to model, as dis-

tributed systems contain inter-node concurrency, intra-

node process-level concurrency, intra-process thread-

level concurrency, and intra-thread asynchronous con-

currency. It is challenging to detect or expose these

bugs, given the large and complicated program state

space. It is also challenging to fix these bugs, because

enforcing ordering across multiple machines is difficult

and expensive.

• Distributed Fault-Handling Bugs[16]. These bugs

are caused by improper handling of node failures and

network failures in distributed systems. These bugs are

common, as hardware faults are common in a large-

scale systems. They are also unique: traditional single-

machine software mostly does not need to handle hard-

ware faults, while distributed systems are expected to

continue functioning in face of hardware faults. It is

challenging to expose these bugs, as their triggering

conditions are special. It is also challenging to diag-

nose these bugs, as their symptoms are always mixed

with other types of failure symptoms.

•Distributed/Big-Data Performance Problems[17-18].

Performance slowdowns in one node could propagate to

other nodes and eventually bring down the whole sys-

tem. Processing big data naturally makes the system

vulnerable to memory management and out-of-memory

problems. These problems are often made worse by the

semantic gap between the cloud infrastructure systems

and the cloud application systems: the infrastructure

systems do not know what exactly the application is

doing; the application language hides low-level details

and makes application writers unable to make the best

use of the system resource.

Overall, big data and cloud computing systems

bring us easy-to-access computing power and new scien-

tific and commercial opportunities. At the same time,

they also bring us unique challenges in software relia-

bility. More software engineering research is needed to

tackle these important and challenging problems.

4 Usage Data (David C. Shepherd)

For many years now personal computers have been

powerful enough to automatically collect and upload

anonymous usage data without causing any noticeable

performance degradation for end users. Developers at

Eclipse 16○, Microsoft 17○, Autodesk, ABB Inc. and many

others have collected anonymous usage data as part of

efforts to continually improve their product. Unfortu-

nately this data, usually a sequence of commands or

events, has proven difficult to analyze and has primar-

ily been used to generate aggregate data[19]. This data,

which includes ranked lists of most used commands,

breakdown of users by country, or analysis of which

features are used most, has proven to be useful, but per-

haps not as useful as its initial promise. For instance,

the Eclipse Usage Data project was discontinued after

several years due to lack of value 18○. It is clear that our

community has not yet found a killer application for

usage data.

Since aggregate data has not yet provided com-

pelling findings, our community needs to investigate

whether high value applications of this data exist.

While straightforward applications have proved to

under-deliver, there are potential applications of this

data that, if feasible, would be high impact.

Perhaps one promising application of this data

would be to use it as input during product planning. If

usage data could influence which features to enhance or

which workflows to smooth, the next sprint could bet-

ter target the most pressing needs first. The challenge

for this application lies in automating the mapping be-

tween usage data and programming tasks.

A tantalizing, but more challenging application of

usage data would be to leverage it to replicate errors

that are occurring in the field. Since developers often

report that reproducing a problem is usually more dif-

ficult than fixing it, this application would prove to be

valuable. However, because usage data is anonymous,

requiring that customer-specific information such as the

file or data the user was working with when the error

occurred is removed, this high-value application will be

difficult to realize.

Another interesting potential application of usage

data is to refine user interfaces. Given data from thou-

sands or millions of users designers could optimize the

placement of buttons, panes, and commands to ease the

end user’s workflow. Unfortunately, current usage data

collection facilities of many applications do not contain

enough information for user interface analysis. For in-

stance, Eclipse’s UDC collected which underlying com-

mands were executed, not which button or keyboard

shortcut was used to trigger them. Without this infor-

mation, automated user interface analysis is infeasible.
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I believe that we are entering an exciting period

in analyzing usage data. Many applications collect the

data and feedback from early usage data analysis, which

is beginning to reshape exactly which details are col-

lected. As this second generation of usage data is col-

lected, our community has a second chance to examine

this data and solidify its value by finding its killer ap-

plication.

5 Clone Detection and Management (Xin

Peng)

Code clones mean similar or identical code frag-

ments, which are basically the results of code

copy/paste (with or without minor modification) but

may also be caused by accidental cloning (e.g., imple-

menting similar functionalities by using the same set

of APIs)[20]. Code clones are common in both com-

mercial and open-source software systems. Code clones

are code duplication, which is a well-known code smell.

They are generally considered to be harmful, as they

may increase the length and complexity of code and

cause inconsistent changes, thus incurring additional

maintenance effort and even bugs. Thus, the focus of

traditional code clone research was mainly on clone de-

tection and clone elimination (e.g., by refactoring).

However, code cloning is an efficient code reuse

strategy and can be a reasonable design decision[21].

Some empirical studies have revealed that the reasons

why a code clone is introduced or evolved and the

harmfulness of a code clone must be interpreted and

considered in a larger context from technical, personal,

and organizational perspectives[22]. It is hard to say

whether code clones are harmful or not and it is im-

possible to eliminate all the code clones. On the other

hand, large-scale code and knowledge reuse causes that

a software system usually has hybrid code sources from,

for example, open-source projects, online communities,

technical documents, legacy systems, or similar prod-

ucts. Therefore, the focus of code clone research has

been shifted from clone detection to clone management,

which encompasses a wide range of categories of acti-

vities including clone detection, clone documentation

and analysis, tracking of clone evolution, and refactor-

ing of code clones[23].

To achieve systematic clone management, it is de-

sired that an organization establishes clone manage-

ment mechanisms from the following aspects.

• Management of Code Clone Genealogies. Clone

genealogies are an automatically extracted history of

clone evolution from a sequence of program versions[24].

By systematically identifying and managing clone ge-

nealogies in a large scale (e.g., involving all the soft-

ware projects of an organization), developers can have

a comprehensive understanding of the origination and

evolution of each of the code elements (e.g., files, meth-

ods, code fragments) of a project.

• Continuous Monitoring of Cloning Events.

Cloning events (e.g., the addition, removal, or modi-

fication of code clones) are captured through continu-

ous monitoring of code repositories and thus different

stakeholders can be timely notified about relevant code

cloning events in an on-demand way according to cus-

tomized strategies[25]. In this way, stakeholders can

take timely action when specific cloning events (e.g., a

code copy/paste that violates architectural constraints)

occur.

• Consistent Editing of Code Clones. Code tem-

plates can be extracted from code clones by code dif-

ferencing. When a developer copies and pastes a code

fragment with existing code clones, he/she can be rec-

ommended with modification slots of the pasted code

and corresponding options in an interactive way[26]. On

the other hand, some code clones need to be consis-

tently maintained after being introduced. When a clone

instance is modified, the modification needs to be prop-

agated to the other instances of the same clone class or

be notified to related developers.

6 Code Search and Beyond (Qian-Xiang

Wang)

Because of the rapidly expanding code bases, nowa-

days, many programmers try to search for existing code

snippets that implement the expected feature. Typi-

cally a programmer enters a natural language search

query, and gets back one or multiple snippets. While

existing code search engines, such as Ohloh Code 19○ and

Krugle 20○, use text similarity to find code snippets in

open source code repositories (e.g., GitHub, Source-

Forge), some new approaches take into account code

characteristics, such as API usage patterns[27], encoded

code patterns[28], and method call relationship[29], to

recommend better snippets to programmers.

Besides this typical scenario, there are some other

related interesting code search scenarios. In my opin-
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ion, two scenarios are the most interesting: code-search-

based synthesis and code-search-based bug localization.

Most snippets recommended by common code

search tools just implement features similar to the ex-

pected features. Few of these recommended snippets

implement the target features exactly. Based on these

snippets, programmers need to modify the code, e.g.,

change variable names or parameter values, change ex-

pressions, or even branch conditions, so as to get the

exact code. Can code search tools be improved to

recommend exact expected snippets? One piece of

such exploratory work is SWIM (Synthesizing What I

Mean)[30], which consists of two components: “natural

language to API mapper”, which suggests a set of APIs

given a user query in English, and “synthesizer”, which

generates code snippets using the suggested APIs.

Snippets recommended by common code search

tools can be used not only for further modification,

but also for bug localization. Stack Overflow has been

widely used in recent years. Many programmers post

the description of expected functionalities on Stack

Overflow, along with buggy code snippets, and ask

where the bug is. Then some expert may post answers,

pointing out the bug location. Can we build a system

to point out the bug location automatically? One piece

of such exploratory work is LOBBY (LOcating Bugs By

Searching the most similar sample snippet)[31]. Given

a buggy code snippet, LOBBYS takes two steps to lo-

cate the bug: 1) normalize the buggy snippet, and then

search for the most similar sample snippet that imple-

ments the same feature from the code base; 2) align

the buggy code and sample code snippets, find the dif-

ference between the two code snippets, and generate a

bug report based on the difference.
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